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ABSTRACT. Singular integrals with kernels of the form K(x, y) where K satisfies conditions to be a bounded singular integral operator in each of its variables
have been much studied lately. In this paper we use the classical method of
rotations to give a proof that kernels of the form K(x,y) = fi(i,j/)/|x|n|j/|m
correspond to bounded singular integral operators.

The purpose of this paper is to use the method of rotations to give a simple proof
that Calderón-Zygmund
type operators when generalized to product domains are
bounded operators. In particular we consider kernels of the type

(1)

K(x,y)= ^4\x\n\y\m

for x E R", y E Rm and fi satisfying certain conditions (which make it a C-Z
kernel in each variable.) We are asking if||A*/||p<Cp||/||p.
If n(x,y) = üi(x)Ü2(y) where fii and fi2 correspond to bounded operators
on Lp then we can simply iterate one variable methods. In the case above this
approach does not work. Kernels K(x,y) not of the form of (1) but satisfying size
and smoothness conditions like those of 1/xy have been much studied lately (see
[2, 3]). The kernels we will study in this paper are less general but can be handled
entirely with single variable methods.
Before proceeding I want to thank Alberto Torchinsky for suggesting this ap-

proach.
We will proceed to use the method of rotations by studying even and odd kernels.

THEOREM 1. Let K(x,y) = fi(x,«/)/|:r|n|t/|'n,
neous of degree zero and fv

f„

\fl(x',y')\dx'

fi odd in both variables, homogedy' < co. (Here Hn-i

denotes

the unit sphere in R" and x' = z/|x|.)

If Te,n(f)(x, y) = /|8|>e ¡lt¡>n f(x -s,y-

|sup|re,„(/)||

IIC.q

lip

PROOF. Using polar coordinates,

Ke,n*fix,y)= [

=- f
_/2,-^E»,-,

f

t)K(s, t) dsdt then

<Cp\\f\\p,

Kp<co.

let s = rx s', t — r^t1', then

fi(S',f) H H ÜLZI1ÍÚLZI2Ü
dridr2ds'dt'

•/£„_!

¿Em_!

Je

[

n(s',t') H r f(^ris',y-r2t') ^ ^ „ ^
Js

Jn

Jri

rlr2

rlr2
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since fi is odd in the first variable.

\f
2

I

So the above expression equals

n(s',t')
oc

x

roo

y
Je

f(x - ris', y - r2t') - f(x + ris',y-

r2t')

rir2

Jn

I n(s',t>)[f » f(x-ns',y-r2t')

=\f

dri dr2 ds' dt'

dri dr2 ds' dt'.

rir2

Doing the same in the second variable we obtain

\f

4¿S„_,¿£m_,

f(x-ris',y

f n(s',t')[ [
^|r1|>£^|r2|>r)

Let S be the hyperplane

-r2t')

dri dr%ds' dt'

rir2

perpendicular

to s', and T to t'. Let x = z + Xs' with

z E S, y = w + pt' with w ET. Then

\f f W)
x /■

i|//'

f(z + (X-r)s',w

+ (p-r)t')

dr2

dri ds' dt'.

J\ri\>e rl \J\r.r2\>n

So

sup|Te,„(/)|

< i

f

\U(s',t'

e>0|¿|n|>e

±

MflfJif
\JtJsJrJr

sup

/

ri

j
•/£„-!

df2 dri

r2

">°M|r2|>
|r2|>'7

iff

1/P

/(2 + (A-n)s',w-r(/i-r2)i')

|n(í',t')|dfl'dí'||/||p <cP

THEOREM 2. Let K(x,y)

= fi(x',?/')/|x|n|2/|m,

variable. Let Kx(y) = K(x,y) andT?(f)(y)

twice.

D

where fi is odd in the x'-

= /(tJ>< f(x,y -t)Kx(t)dt.

If

Hsup|W)|||p<cp||/||p,

Cp independent

of x (i.e., K is a bounded C-Z kernel in y independent

of x), then

<C p\\j up-

sup|re,„(/)|
Proof.

ds' dt

Jnm-1

using the boundedness of the Maximal Hilbert transform
Exploiting this method we can in fact obtain

(*)

dA d/udw dz )

Proceeding as above, but in the a;-variable only,

ü(s',t)
¿ JEn-1J\t\>r1

\t\

f

f(x-rs',y-t)

J\r\>e
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_i f

r

n(s',t) f
n(s',t)
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to s'

f(z-(X-r)s',y-

drdtds'.

\t\m J\r\>e

So
sup |Te,„
e,n

AI [III H/
¿ÍE„_,

\JS JrJr™

Ü(s',t)

n>0\ J\t\>n

l
\ 1/p

f(z-(X-r)s',y-t)

x sup

dr dt

dydXdz 1

ds'.

£>0 J/ \r\>e

Now using the assumption (*), that our operator is bounded as an operator acting
only in the second variable, we have

<Cvf
If f f supJ\r\
f
./£„_! \Jr™ JsJne>0
<Cpf

(f

\ i/p

f(z-(X-r)s',y)

dXdzdy ]

f f \f(x,y)\pdxdy)
Pds'= Cpl[

•/£„_, \Jr™JsJr

/

\Jzn-i

ds')

ds'
D

)

THEOREM 3. Again let K(x,y) = Q(x,y)/\x\n\y\m,
fi homogeneous of degree
zero in each variable, JE
fl(s,t)ds
= 0 a.e. in t, /E
fi(s, t)dt = 0 a.e. in

s, (/Sbi

^(sj^ds)1/2^

C independent oft,

and (J^m_1 |fi(s,í)|2 di)1/2 < C

independent of s. Then \\K * f\\p < Cp\\f\\p.
PROOF. We may assume fi is even in both variables (since the hypotheses
assure that both the previous theorems hold) and that / = p, a testing function.

Let y be fixed, Ky(x) = Vl(x',y')/\x\n, Ty(p) = Ky * p and ¿2¿ be the ¿th Riesz
Transformation
in x. Then [4, p. 225] shows that R¿Ty is essentially an odd C-Z
operator.
In fact, it is shown that (RlTy)~= (Jf)^where
Jf(x) = u>y>(x')/\x\n,
ui E L2(T,n-i,dx) and uiy(x) is odd in x.

If we set

Ji(x,y) =

Jf(x) _u(x',y')
\y\r

ixi

where u!(x',y') — wyt(x'),

\y\

then Ji is an odd C-Z integral operator in the z-variable.
In the ¿/-variable we see that Ji is a C-Z operator (as expected) since

w:JT)pr

= -2^n0(^,-^)p
\x\ \\x\ \y\J

where fi0 = K (see [4]). In the y-variable this acts exactly as did K * p (up to a
constant Cx, \CX\ < 1) and so is still a C-Z operator.

So by Theorem 2 above, || J, * p\\p < C7||p||p.
It follows that

\\K*p\\p= \\ZRi*Jt *p||p< J2 11^*(Ji*p)Wp
^ °\\pWpa
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There is a weighted version of this as well.
For one variable x E R", a function w(x) > 0 is called an Ap-weight, 1 < p < oo,

if it satisfies

nLMx)dx{w\bw{zrl""1)dxT,£s'
for some B < co and all cubes Q in Rn.
The following theorem is well known.

THEOREM. If w is an Ap-weight and K is a standard C-Z kernel then

[ \f*K(y)\pw(y)dy<C(p,B)JRn
f \f(y)\pw(y)dy.

JR«

See [1] for results on weights.

In the work above we used only that T = K * f was bounded in Lp-norm in
each variable separately. Thus if w(x,y) is an Ap-weight in each variable, i.e., if
w(x, y) > 0, x —►
w(x, y) is an ylp-weight with B independent of y and similarly for
y —>w(x, y) then following the method of proof above we have the following.
THEOREM 4. Ifw is as above and K satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 then

(f

\K*f(y)\pw(y)dy) <C(p,A)(f

VR"xRm

/

VR"xRm

\f(y)\pw(y)
dy) .
/
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